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VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Bv SIR EDWIN. S . HERBERT 

(Read to the Alpine Club on December 5, 1955) 

OR the first, and certainly the last, time I find myself reading a 
paper to the Alpine Club. It is a situation into which as Hon
orary Secretary, and subsequently President. it has often been 

my duty to beguile others, but I always assumed that I sh9uld never 
1?~ in it myself. I have never done anything worthy to be recorded in 
t~~ brief est Alpine note. In life, however, it is the unexpected that 
h~ppens, and after I had passed the stage of surprise and pleasure which 
was my first state when you did me the honour of making me your 
President, there came the sobering thought that at the end of my term 
o£ office there lay inexorably for me, and for you,- a valedictory address. 
Traditions should not be lightly disregarded, least of all in the Alpine 
Club, and now the moment has come when it is my duty to speak and 
yours to listen. 

' Gentle breath of yours my sails must fill 
Or else my project fails ; which was to please ' 

While I have been thinking what I should say to you, I have done 
some browsing through the ALPINE JOURNAL to find how my predecessors 
handled the matter. I noticed a variety of approach. Some have taken 
the course of just chronicling the events of the three years in question ; 
and others have made weighty contributions to the theory and practice 
of our art. Some have taken us into the realms of philosophy and 
others have given us memorable pieces of writing that have passed 
permanently into the body of mountain literature. The most ingenious 
was my i~mediate predecessor who by-passed the whole problem. 
He staged an annual g-eneral meeting which dealt lengthily with con
troversial matters leaving him little time. That course is not open to 
me tonight and so the matter has to be faced. I cannot hope to emulate 
the philosophic and literary achievements of a Claud Schuster or a 
Geoffrey Young. On the other hand, only to mention in turn the 
mountaineering achievements of the past three years would reduce the 
next half-hour to a mere catalogue. At the end of it, too, I should be 
driven to use the device of the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
' And what shall I more say ? For the time would fail me to tell of,' 
so and so and so and so and so and so, naming the many heroes of these 
years. To find a period to equal this -period, one would need to go 
back to that blissful dawn in whose morning light the Club was founded. 
Our founding fathers, for all their beards, were young, confident, 
forward-looking men. But I wonder sometimes what they would have 
thought of a prophet who foretold that between the g6th and 98th 
vears of the Club's history five of the highest mountains in the \\'orld 
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including Everest and Kangchenjunga, would be climbed and that 
members of this Club ~rould be taking a preponderant part in those 
achievements. I suspect that that prophet would have been without 
honour. He might have been more easily believed had he prophesied 
that during this same three years British climbers would be well to the 
front among the great expeditions in the Alps and elsewhere. That 
would have seemed, perhaps, a natural development. I doubt, how
eve,r, whether the most courageous prophet would have even dared to 
foretell that in these years millions of people would be awaiting with 
excited interest news of these feats, or that young people of all clas~es 
would be flocking in thousands to the mountains at home and abroad, 
there to recapture the joys that have warmed the hearts of successive 
generations of members of this Club. It has been a great and stirring 
time, stirring not only to us who know these joys from within, but also 
to the many who know them only through books, pictures, broad
casting, television and the other modern means of communication. · 

To have been President of this Club during such a time is a prize to 
be sought after by any member and I am deeply conscious of my. good 
fortune. I know my own limitations, and those who have climbed -
with me know them better still. My role in these events has had to be 
that of the back-room boy or boffin. 

Nevertheless, even that humble task has been absorbing. To dis
charge it adequately it should have been made a whole-time job. 
Could it have been made so, it would have been wholly delightful. As 
it is, other duties could not be wholly neglected, and unfortunately one 
has had to devote some part of one's spare time to the vulgar necessity 
of earning a living. I have found, and I know others have found, that 
the only thing to do was to concentrate on the next thing to be done. 
There has not been time to savour fully the thrill of the exciting events 
with which we have been concerned. The emotional element has had 
to be sternly suppressed while we stuck to business. The head has 
bec11 so busy that the heart has had to be neglected. You must forgive 
me, therefore, if I use this brief opportunity tonight to speak from the 
heart. Even Geoffrey Howard and his pack of anti-uplift hounds will, 
I believe, concede that there are moments when the heart may, with 
propriety, be given a run for its money. 

I have often asked myself why so inany of us, instinctively and 
without argument, gave ourselves so much trouble to ensure that the 
story of Everest should be presented to the world in its proper light, 
and why we felt that it was the duty of the Club to ensure that that was 
done. Why was it that before John Hunt got home he sent me 
wave after wave of telepathic messages begging us to get it right? 
Why was it that we took so much care to ensure that the story was 
worthily toJd through the various media of publicity : Press, books, 
magazines, films, broadcasting and television ? This, believe me, 
\vas a heavy task, involving as it did the handling of a large business 
and the improvisation of appropriate organisations at home and 
in many other parts of the world. This task was undertaken 
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unquestioningly, and in retrospect I am certain that everyone who 
took'part in it knows in his heart of hearts that it was right and necessary. 
But I still ask myself why. With your permission I am going to try to 
answer that question, not merely as an intellectual exercise but because 
the attempt will bring to light certain things I believe to be of import
ance for the Club. 
: There was an emotional driving force behind both those who under
took these adventures and those who were in any way concerned with 
them. Every great day in the mountains has for those who experience 
it a peculiar value of great worth. The experience is private and 
personal and precious. There was a time, in my intolerant youth, 
when I believed that anyone incapable o~ undesirous of entering into 
that experience was lacking in manhood. I am now prepared to admit 
that other forms of enjoyment, provided they give genuine satisfaction 
and are not merely spurious imitations of a fashion, may be valid. 
After all, I hav.e reason to believe that the Honorary Secretary aban
doned the damp gloom of Dauphine for the sunny beaches of the Medi
terranean. I have lived to see a Scottish member of the Club of 
unimpeachable Presbyterian antecedents, in this Hall, preface a series 
of mountain slides with a striking study of bikinis on the Riviera. 
While, therefore, I no longer take the narrow view I once did, I am 
more than ever sure that the mountaineer's experience of a great day 
in the mountains is something of infinite worth and quite different from 
that which it is believed to be by those who have not had the experience. 
It is liable to be misunderstood by the uninitiated. This may not 
matter much for the sort .of climbs made so frequently and incon
spic.uously. by average members of the Club. . A private, if somewhat 
superior smile, may be the only answer needed. But when a great 
event such as the ascent of Everest catches the imagination of people 
throughout the world it is necessary to prevent some of the \vorst 
misunderstandings about it. 

These · misunderstandings are not in themselves discreditable : they 
come from ways of approach which are legitimate in other sports. If 
I go to see a Test Match it would be idle to pretend that I do not take 
sides. I want England to win. If, say, Hassett is well set at close of 
play, I secretly long for a wet night followed by hot sun, and in conse
quence, a pitch on which Lock will be unplayable in the morning. If 
I see the Wolves playing Moscow Dynamos it would be idle to pretend 
that I do not want the Wolves to win. It puts England on top and 
there is the thought that it is one in the eye for Molotov. When I see 
a baseball game in America or an ice hockey match in Canada, neither 
side really means anything to me more than the other. I don't really 
care either for the Yankees or for the Dodgers. And yet, before the 
game begins, I choose one side to support, and within five minutes 
find myself a hot-headed partisan. This heightens my enjoyment of 
the· game. 

There are other satisfactions as well, of course, less selfish and less 
puerile. A physical action requiring natural aptitude and acquired 
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nkill) and performed to perfection, can and does give the most exquisite 
pleasure, even a moment of pure joy such as n1ay come from a phrase 
of music or a line of poetry. Peter May driving effortlessly through 
the covers ; Jean Prat dropping a goal with apparently all the time and 
room in the world to spare ; Borotra cutting off a lo\v drive at the net ; 
Stanley Matthews swerving with perfect poise ; all these things are 
lovely in themselves. I have even heard a great Churchman say that 
small boys peering through a chink in the fence to watch Denis Comp
ton were not far from the Kingdom of God because they were appre
ciating excellence for its own sake. 

And yet all these satisfactions are dependent on two other things. 
The first is competition. May can only make a drive because a ball 
is bowled to him with hostile intent. Matthews swerves to outwit the 
opposing back who is trying to stop him. The second is that man-made 
conditions are ne~essary to create the form within which these works 
can become things of beauty. Jean Prat's goal is what it is because 
man has decreed that the goal posts shall be of a certain height and 
width. Borotra's art is made possible because the tefl:nis court is 
marked out to a certain shape and to certain dimensions. While, 
therefore, these aesthetic satisfactions exist they are dependent on an 
artificial framework and are incidental to the competition which is the 
game's true end. 

The vast majority of members of the public know nothing of the 
experience of the mountaineer and it is quite natural that they should 
bring to our sport and achievements in it, the same standards that they 
bring to other sports. - It is inevitable that people should think of a 
great mountain as an arena in which a game is being played with the 
world looking on4 English spectators will naturally applaud their 
team for getting to the top first. The more knowledgeable amongst 
them will want to pick out particularly brilliant bits of play by indi
viduals. Everyone will be specially interested in the exploits of those 
who reach the summit. They will be thought of as people who ''con
quered a formidable opponent. They may almost be 'thought of as a 
boxer who has knocked out his opponent. 

While we may admit that these attitudes-are legitimate towards other 
sports, they must not be allowed towards a mountain climb. To allow 
such an attitude to go uncorrected would be to be unfaithful to the 
·experience itself. The party climbing a mountain is not carrying a 
national banner to wave in the faces of less successful nations. A 
mountain is not an arena for the display to the world of skill or dex
terity. It is certainly not an opponent to be defeated or an enemy to be 
knocked out. It was unthinkable that these misconceptions should, be 
allowed about the Everest climb, which for the common man had c0me 
to be looked on as the apotheosis of mountaineering. It was certainly 
iri the tradition of the Alpine Club that such things should not be. · 

So, in a sense, jt is not difficult to say why so much trouble was takep. 
ta prevent these things happening ; but that is only half and that the 
negative half of the answer. It was not enough merely.to prevent :.or 
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counter misconceptions. Some attempt had to be made to describe the, 
positive fact. Let me say at once that this is in essence an impossible 
task. The experience of the mountaineer is of the kind which cannot 
be made the subject of intelligible description. It is of the kind \vhich 
is incommunicable save through the medium of poetry or art, and then 
only in a glass darkly. It is possible to assert that the mountain was. 
not defeated by the man. It is possible to insist that the team '\vas 
more important than any individual and that it was the work of the · 
whole rather than the virtuosity of any one that led to success. It 
is possible by pictures, I think especially by moving pictures, to corn-· 
municate some part of the experience of the climbers. It is possible 
to make clear that the skill and endurance and, indeed, the heroism 
of the climbers were not isolated phenomena to be taken out of their 
context. But it is impossible by description, however vivid, to corn~ 
municate tl)e essential experience. · 

Fortunately I have not tonight to attempt this impossible task. You 
all know the experience from \Vithin. But I should like, \Vith your 
permission, to explore a little the conditions under which it bursts into 
life. I propose to do 'this by following a somewhat circuitous route. 
I would ask you to consider what happens when one climbs, sha.ll we 
say, some quite ordinary first-class peak in the Central Alps in fine 
August weather. Let us choose one within the scope of any member 
of this Club and follow in imagination or recollection what happens. 

We start foolishly and, usually through idleness, in the heat of early 
afternoon. The August sun will be shimmering through the still 
pranches of the firs. The dust from the path will soon have covered 
my boots and have risen high enough to 'tickle my nostrils. Before 
the end of the first five minutes the first drop of sweat will have run 
down my nose and fallen with a splash on a hot stone, and so it will go 
on hour after hour until the hut is reached.· We shall be walking 
through scenes ·of the most exquisite natural beauty and be largely 
unconscious of the.m.. The slow rhythm of swinging one's weight from 
foot to foot "vill deaden my sensibilities until I am walking almost in 

· a trance. As we get nearer to the hut I shall come out of my trance, at 
least to the extent of realising that there are far too many other people 
going i~ the same direction. My mind will become filled with selfish 
little thoughts about how long it will take to get near the cooking-stove 
and what places there will be left in the Matratzen Lager. I kno\v I 
shall be too shy or too proud to go straight for the section labelled. 
' reserviert fur veteranen.' Surprisingly we arrive at the hut fully 
aware that we have enjoyed the walk very much, with our senses more 
alert than we had imagined and that our companions, if rather noisy, 
are ·at least kindly and friendly human beings. Fortunately I can 
slee.p anywhere so I.. shall say: nothing about the remainder of the night 
and I shall certainly refrain ;from reminding you of. the sordid struggle 
with boots and equipment at 2 A4M. or the efforts to force an intake of 
calories upon a stomach whi<:h has not during the past eleven months. 
been called upon to work at that hour· of the morning. Let all this be 
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passed over. Two steps outside the hut and all is changed. The frost 
crackles underfoot, the stars are flashing as they flash nowhere el'Se, 
and meteor after August meteor will be trailing across the sky. One 
is alive again ; but this happy moment is short-lived. In the dark 
the moraine lies ahead, and before our spirits have had time to con
solidate their outdoor exaltation the moraine casts them down again. 
Why should the man in front deliberately and of malice aforethought 
remove half the mountain every time he puts his foot down ? And 
why, in heaven's name, should the man behind me find anything to 
complain of in my own delicate-footed progress ? It is my considered 
opinion that if the moraines in the AI ps vvere twice as long as they are, 
mountaineering would have been given up long ago. But everything 
in the Alps is of just the right size and the moraines are just long enough 
to humble the spirit without quenching it entirely. We come out on 
the glacier just in time. As we are on the right sort of mountain, the 
lower part of the glacier will be pure joy. We shall strike it above that 
bare ice which is ·just too much inclined for comfortable walking in 
nails or vibram, and insufficiently incline_d to make it worth while 
putting on crampons. We shall also have missed that nasty ·gritty 
ice especially designed to give one's hand a graze that will not heal for 
a fortnight. Our mountain is kind and we shall step at once on firm 
crisp frozen snow. By this time, too, we shall be high enough up to 
make it worth while to look about us. Orion will be hoisting himself 
heavily over the eastern horizon, but will be extinguished before he 
gets right up. The Bull will be at his age-old game of trying to toss 
the Pleiades over the next ridge before they are rescued by the coming 
day. Before long will come that imperceptible moment when it is 
day rather than night. Is it my imagination or does the glacier at this 
moment take on a peculiar scent of its own ? I do not think it is 
imagination. I do not recollect having seen the fact mentioned in 
Alpine literature, but I am sure that the glaciers at dawn have a peculiar 
and distinct scent of their own, as characteristic in its own way as the 
scent of the sea shore. Let us speculate no further, for the sun is up, 
it is time· to eat second breakfast and prepare ourselves for the real 
work. In the mountain of my imagination the real work begins with 
ice, ice growing steadily steeper until all thoughts of stars, dawn or 
glacier scents are lost in the concentration of maintaining balance and 
handling the rope. The rocks lie ahead, and I hope they will be' nice 
and steep, and difficult ~nough, again to make me lose all sense of time 
but not so steep or difficult as to make me horribly frightened. As, we 
are on the mountain of our own choice the rocks are naturally just right 
in this respect and in two or three hours we reach the summit, about 
the time when the unfortunates who are still working at home will be 
finishing their breakfasts and catching their morning trains. We all 
know what it is like on the summit, the pr,ospect is magnificent, we 
feel pleased with what we have done, but I do not believe that the 
summit is always the best moment of the day. So often it is either too 
hot or too cold ; although it seems so still there is just enough wind to 
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blow one's match out when one . tries to light one's pipe ; and, for 
myself; there is always the vague apprehension about getting down 
again. Naturally we shall not return by the way we came, because a 
traverse of a mountain is so much more complete and satisfying than 
an ascent and descent by the same route. Soon \Ve shall once more be 
absorbed so as to be unconscious of the passage of time until we reach 
the level of the glacier. By this time conditions are probably quite 
horrible, the snow is getting soft, vve sink into it deeply, snow bridges 
are becoming suspect and in many ways this can be the most anxtous 
part of the day. But it comes to an end. The moraine is reached and 
how different it is from the moraine of the morning. The rope is off, 
we are free to put out feet almost anywhere we like instead of only 
where the mountain dictated. We notice the first flowers ; lichens 
and saxifrages and other dwarfs, and for me the delight one always takes 
in them under any conditions is heightened by the sense that both they 
and we have lived on this mountain together. Presently the moraine 
gives place to a path on which our feet are even freer. The path leads 
to a chalet flying a red flag " 'ith a white cross where innumerable cups 
of sweet tea may be absorbed. This moment in the afternoon, per
haps sitting on some ledge looking down into the valley where lies our 
final destination, is the culminating moment of the day. All the 
elements of the day, some pleasant and other·s unpleasant, some re
quiring care and concentration and o.thers carefree, some moments in 
which the sensibilities were dulled and others in which they seemed to 
be heightened, all fuse together into a moment of enlightenment. It 
is this moment of enlightenment that is so precious and which we wish 
to protect from misunderstanding. 

As I say these words I feel upon my neck the hot breath of the anti
uplift hounds. I am, I know, running with the hare, but now for a 
moment I am going to hunt with the hounds. Much of the mountain 
writing of the uplifters I find nauseating because it is false. It is a 
good thing to sweat. I am convinced that an excess of cerebration 
sets up certain toxins in the human frame. The poet knew what he 
was talking about (as poets commonly do) when he spoke of someone 
' All sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.' With the first drop 
of s'veat the toxins begin to disappear, and soon a great lightening of 
the mind follows. But it is only the toxins that are being rolled away. 
It is not a profound spiritual experience such as the rolling away of 
the load from off Christian's back. Indeed, the same effect can be had 
any day for a pound in a Turkish bath. It is true, too, that after a 
few days of exercise in Alpine air the whole body is toned up. It 
begins to function properly. A burden is rolled away, but it is only 
a physical burden. The gates of heaven have not been opened. A 
good digestion is not the same as a good conscience although it is easy 
to confuse their effects. · These benefits can be had from any hard 
exercise. There is 

' the boxer's trim 
Of brain divinely knit to limb.' 
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The runner or oarsman in training may feel 

' the whole live body go 
One tingling health from top to toe.' 

I abhor the strain of pseudo mysticism which has crept into so much 
mountain writing. Its vice is in attributing transcendental causes to 
purely physical happenings. But let not the hounds think that the 
kill is at hand. There may even be no kill. I am off with the hare 
again. I am prepared to concede that the day has been made up of a 
sequence of physical experiences and physical satisfactions, the feel of 
the frost, the sight of the flashing stars, the scent of the glacier, the 
pleasure of using skill and effort on ice and roc1f and practising a care.
fully learned technique, the taste of the pipe that ultimately got lit on 
the summit and the comfort of lashings of tea under the red and white 
flag. But is that really all ? We know it is not. This is one of those
things of which the 'vhole is greater than the sum of its parts. We are 
in the realm of art. By all means· let us eschew falsity and senti
mentality. Let us seek. the truth, but let it be as much as in us lies, 
the whole truth. 

' Here's to the hound 
With his nose upon the ground,' 

but so long as he keeps it there without looking up a bit, he is missing 
a lot. 

Let me illustrate what I mean by inviting you to look at one of the 
pictures (not photographs) on these walls. Take any one of them you 
like. It is a purely physical thing ; so much oil, so much pigment, so 
much wood, so much canvas. All those things are there, just as they 
were·, and in the same quantities, before the artist started work. The 
artist has only, you may say, taken them and rearranged them. But is 
that the whole truth ? We know it is not. The whole is greater than 
the sum of the parts. Something ·more than ·the physical things ·has
crept in as the artist worked on his process of rearrangement. He 
took these things, he accepted their limitations, through that acceptance 
he transcended those limitations, and the result is a work of art. · A · 
vision has been communicated. The artist has been in conflict with 
his material. The conflict has been resolved and beauty is born of 
'vhat nature has brought to the artist and of what the artist has brought 
to nature. If one could simply think one's visions on to canvas there 
would be no art, no ,beauty; there must be struggle and the artist and 
the material must each make its own contribution~ i If you merely 
wait ' for the spark from Heaven to fall ' wait you may, for this spark 
is struck out from the friction of the struggle. , . 

This surely is what happens between man and mountain. All day on~ 
has been using one"s own capacities to the full and has been using the 
mountain's capacities to the full, using even the obstacles put there by 
nature as a means of advance. The day is compounded of what we 
have brought to the mountain and what the mountain has brought to 
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us. In the last resort no-one has conquered, nothing has suffered 
defeat, each has brought something, each has struggled with the other, 
and each has yielded something in the process. We have for the 
moment touched reality. 

It is for this reason, in my judgment, that we are entitled to speak of 
the art of mountaineering. All art as it seems to me consists in the 
happy co-operation through resolved conflict of the artist and his 
material. The artist must accept and use the inherent limitations of 
his material. The material before it can become a work of art must 
be submitted to the handling of the artist. When these conditions are 
satisfied, a mountain climb, like any other work of art, may produce 
its timeless moment of pure joy ; self sufficing ; incommunicable in 
terms other than itself ; importing into our world of time and space, 
the light and life, the truth and peace, of the world of eternity. 

And so, you see, the hounds have been induced to take their noses 
off the ground, and in consequence the hare has got safely home to the 
protection of Arnold Lunn and his glorious company of uplifters. 

If I am right in what I have been trying to express, three things at 
least become clear. The first is that to bring to the mountain national
istic feelings, a desire for dominance, or a wish to display, is not only 
wrong but foolish. If a man goes to the mountain with these ideas he 
has rejected in advance the conditions through which ' the right true 
end ' of a climb may be gained ' He's one that goes to sea for nothing 
but to make him sick.' 

The second thing is that which distinguishes mountaineering from 
all other sports except that of sailing a boat. Mountaineering and 
sailing I contend are arts, arts in which nature sets the conditions and . 
which can only be practised by a man through an acceptance and there
fore a transcendence of the conditions. Other sports have to be 
converted into arts by bringing in man-made limitations and rules
the length of the pitch, the height of the wickets, the l.b.w. rule. With ... 
out these, cricket would be a formless, sprawling thing. Mountain
eering needs no such artificial rules and limitations. Nature is large 
enough to comprehend and give back all that man can bring of physical 
prowess or mental attention. 

The third thing is that the precious experience we know so \veil may 
come to any mountaineer, good, bad or indifferent. Struggle there 
must be, and it must be a struggle in which the man and the mountain 
are properly matched. A Michael Angelo needs a huge block of 
marble to call forth his full power, and the block of marble needs its 
Michael Angelo before its full potentialities can be realised. A water
colour painter needs only a sketching pad and a small box of paints 
and these materials can realise their potentialities at the hands of quite 
a minor artist. A J oe Brown needs an intimidating face of the Dru 
on a bad day. A dabbler like myself needs only the sort of mountain 
I have been talking about tonight. But in the end we have both had 
the same essential experience even if in the process he has .made a 
masterpiece and I only a litt]e sketch. 
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I have thought it worth while to. pursue this train of thought because 
there is sue~ a thing as a tradition in the Club. Traditions are good 

. things, and one of the best things about them, is that they can be 
followed with beneficient results without their being fully understood. 
It is important, however, sometimes to try and understand them, be
cause a living tradition ought to be understood if it is to be an intelli
gible rule and a guide for the future. I will .go so far as to say that, 
whether we know it or not, the things which really bind tog~ther the 
members of the Club are the recognition of the experience I have been 
talking about and an understanding of the conditions under which it 
is attainable. It is for that reason that if you look at the things tradi
tionally frowned on by the Club, you will find that they are just those 
things which make the full realisation of mountain joys impossible
national aggrandisement, self-display, publicity hunting, a neurotic 
search of danger for the sake of danger, attempts by artificial means 
to alter the conditions imposed by nature and all the rest. These 
things are silly and therefore unbecoming. 

It is a great piece of good fortune that so many of the early members 
of the Club who founded our tradition, were men of exceptional insight 
and understanding and far from inarticulate. By the accident of time 
and period they happened to be drawn largely from a certain social 
class. In these days that is no longer so, and therefore the distinction 
of class which was then relevant is no longer relevant. We intuitively 
judge the suitability of a man for membership of the Club by the extent 
to which he recognises and seeks to achieve the experience we have 
been discussing and observes the conditions that make it possible. If 
he has that quality he must be clubbable in the Alpine Club. He may 
be a brilliant climber and not have it. He may be a mediocre climber 
and have it to the full. But have it he must if he is to be at home with 
us or we with him. My farewell message to you is that if we take this 
to heart, the Club will never lack members or internal unity, so long 
as there are mountains to be c1imbed, and men who feel dra,vn to 
climb them .. 
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